Welcome to the IMA Doha Chapter

Dear IMA members,

It is my privilege to welcome you to IMA Doha Chapter.

This chapter, one of the leading chapters of IMA around the world, that everyone talks about its achievements and the important role it plays in the community of finance and accounting profession- als in Qatar and abroad.

During the years, IMA Doha Chapter made huge efforts to serve its members and the community by providing a wide range of activities, such as; seminars, workshops CMA awareness sessions, and recently, the first regional conference of 2019. Each activity the Chapter conducted is a success story by itself, written by sweat and hard work of a task force that is forming the Chapter Board, working in harmony and voluntarily to serve you with the utmost value that meets your expectations.

As the new President of the Chapter, along with the help of the new Board, we will continue holding the torch as high as we can, in order to make you all proud of being members of this community. We will continue the journey with lots of passion and determination to reach new heights together.

The Board and I will always welcome your thoughts, suggestions and ideas that help us progress and eventually serve you with better quality and relevant services.

Sincerely,

Asham Almasri
CMA, CIA, CFE, CRMA, CCSA
President,
IMA Doha Chapter

Welcome to IMA Doha Chapter Newsletter special edition!

This newsletter issue is special for various reasons. For the first time ever, IMA Doha Chapter held a conference in the region on 14-15 Sep 2019. The Chief Executive Officer of IMA Global Mr. Jeffrey C. Thomson, CMA, CSCA, CSE was present in the event and was also supported by IMA Regional Office representatives. The new members of the board who will serve the chapter in the next two years took their oath. IMA Doha Chapter is also proud to announce the new successful CMAs who graduated this year after completing the rigorous two-part CMA exam.

IMA Doha Chapter is focus in serving the Accounting and Finance professionals. Over the years, the chapter received various awards after competing with over 300 chapters worldwide. The chapter is now registered in Qatar Financial Centre and continuously provides professional advancement.

Enjoy reading!

Lolita M. Abao,
CMA
Board Member (2014-2019)
IMA Doha Chapter
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Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed on the published technical articles are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official position of IMA Doha Chapter.
IMA Doha Chapter held its first conference in Grand Hyatt Hotel in Doha, Qatar on 14-15 Sep 2019. The big event was attended by Accounting and Finance professionals in business. Mr. Jeffrey C. Thomson, Chief Executive Officer of Institute of Management Accountants; Mr. Rishi Malhotra, IMA Academic and Relations Manager, Middle East and Africa and other guests from the regional office witnessed another milestone of IMA Doha Chapter.
IMA Doha Chapter is proud to present the list of new successful professionals who completed the rigorous two-part CMA exams:

Abdallah Masa’d Qasim
Abdelrahman Abdelgawad Darweesh
Abdul Ahad Abdul Basith
Abdulrahman Al-Jaber
Adrian Musca
Ahmed Hany
Ahmed Malik
Ahmed Samir Mohamed Amin
Ajay Jain
Aldrin Talento Barrera
Christian Dave Barrameda
Christian John C. Saria
Christine Hanna Bautista Gonzales
Effie Calvez Sevillano
Eslam Mahmoud Abd El Wahab
Ewise Sayed Morsy
Fatima Al-Rumaihi
Jackie Lou Tabao Bucatcat
Jameel Ismail Amer
Janice Jossy Rodrigues
Joel Perez Suarez
Khaled Samir Ghazi
Lory Joy Alvarez
Magdy Ahmed Elgenidy
Mohamad M Kamal Allahham
Mohamed Nawarh
Mokbel Mokbel Mohamed Abuayash
Pia Comia Vergara
Princess Erna Clarito Atayde
Rowena Cahintong
Sherman Ilustre
Subham Keshari
Sunil Kumar Shetty
Twfeek Ani
Umer Javed
Vincent Marc Riparip

The new CMAs after receiving their CMA certificates with IMA CEO Mr. Jeffrey C. Thomson, CMA, CSCA, CSE and IMA Doha Chapter President Mr. Asham Al Masri, CMA, CIA, CFE, CRMA, CCSA.
IMA BOARD MEMBERS

Congratulations!

The new board members for 2019-2021

President : Asham Al Masri
Vice-President : Saad Khan
Secretary : Azeez Mohammed
Treasurer : Janice Rodrigues
VP Admin & Finance : Taher Almani
VP Business Development : Said Abdelkhaliek Eltholt
VP Professional Education : Suresh Illikkal
VP Community Relations and Communications : Sobhi Ibrahim
VP Event Management : Ewise Morsy
Director of Membership (Retention & Acquisition) : Abul Rahman Mohammed Habib
Director of Public Relations : Ahmad Wagdi
Director of Professional Education : Ramesh Rahman
Director of CMA Program : Safa Saleem
Director of Events : Rabab Abu Watfa
Director of Professional Development : Libin Tankachan
Director of Certification : Nishad Puttiyangattayil
Director of Communications : Usama Sohail
Director of Social Media and Webmaster : Hazem Habra

Congratulations!
The outgoing board of directors for the period 2016-2019 under the leadership of President Moamen Omar Ali, CMA, CIA, MBA would like to thank everyone who supported the board in the past three years. All the achievements of IMA Doha Chapter are dedicated to all of you. We would like to acknowledge the guest speakers on their informative seminars and workshops and the sponsors who believe in the advocacy of IMA.

Let us continuously support IMA Doha Chapter with the new board of directors!